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Photoshop, and I even used hand illustration to fake some parts. ... and other subtle effects and textures were also used to help blend things ... Follow this tutorial to find out how I made Hollywood Avenue's insane ... 02 Download and open your chosen template in your favourite design ... The template file pictured here is. 
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Photoshop & Illustrator



Design a six-panel CD package Follow a brief to produce complete CD artwork from concept to ﬁnal product The CD package I’m going to show you how to create over the following pages was a real commission I undertook for New Jersey rock band Hollywood Avenue. The band gave me a lengthy brief that described their vision for their album artwork down to the very last detail. This was both a good and a bad thing; good because I knew exactly what to create, bad because with the client having such a speciﬁc idea there was little room for manoeuvre. The band’s idea was very imaginative and allowed for a surreal and artistic piece. Typically, I found stock photos of individual pieces or textures and assembled them together using various image-manipulation techniques in Photoshop, and I even used hand illustration to fake some parts. Colour overlays and other subtle effects and textures were also used to help blend things together. Follow this tutorial to ﬁnd out how I made Hollywood Avenue’s insane vision come to life. I’ll talk you through my workﬂow and decision-making process rather than focus too much on speciﬁc graphical techniques and I’ll also explain how to use printers’ templates to make sure your design comes up to their specs.



Designer Jeff Finley is an artist and designer living in Ohio, USA. He works at Go Media and has been involved in a wide array of projects for clients ranging from Pepsi to Warner Bros. View more of Jeff’s work at www.gomedia.us.
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On the disc You’ll ﬁnd the design brief and some photos of the ﬁnished product on CD108 in the folder named Resources\ Tutorials\CD packaging.



Time needed 2-3 hours Skills Image manipulation Using templates Blending and colour overlays
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The most efﬁcient way of working is to use the templates provided by your printers – this helps prevent headaches in the future – but for this project I used the templates from ICON (http:// builtbyicon.com/templates.php). The band wanted a six-panel package, so from the Insert, Folders & Tray Card section I picked ‘6pnl folder & tray’.
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Download and open your chosen template in your favourite design software. This project required lots of photo manipulation, so I used Photoshop. The template ﬁle pictured here is 6pnl_folder_OUT.psd and it was really helpful because the document size, colour mode and DPI were all set to the speciﬁcations that my printers needed.
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Get a template Designing a CD package can be intimidating, as there are a lot of things to consider: how many panels? Gatefold or accordion? Jewel case or digipack? But when it comes to sizing you can rest easy, as your printers should have templates, leaving you to concentrate on the creative side of things.
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Your client may have lots of ideas about what they want or they may be totally clueless. In this particular case, the band provided me with a long Word document explaining every detail and subtle nuance of their vision.
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The next step is to sketch out some ideas on paper. With such a detailed brief I needed to jot down some quick visual references to work from. As this design was all photo-driven, I didn’t really need to do a lot of detailed sketching, so I didn’t spend long on this stage.
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According to the design brief, I needed very speciﬁc photos. I didn’t have the resources to shoot the photography myself, so I searched various stock photo websites and downloaded anything that caught my eye. I frequently revisited these sites for more images throughout the design process.
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Cut out the photos and prepare them for manipulation in Photoshop. I used the Pen tool in Photoshop to create paths around my objects and then cut and pasted them into my ﬁle with the template. Now’s a good time to save your work for the ﬁrst time.
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Next, arrange some of your photographic elements, positioning them wherever you think works best. This takes a lot of experimenting and eyeballing to see what looks right. I referred back to the design brief and my sketches to help me decide on what should go where and position it exactly.
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Use various photo manipulation techniques, including cloning, burning, and dodging, to get the look you want. I used a combination of all of the above, including some freehand digital painting to fake some details, such as the piano player’s hair. Continue ﬂeshing out your design until you’re happy with it.



Keep costs down Shooting your own custom photography can be expensive and most unsigned bands don’t have the budget for that. As a designer, you’ll need to use your own resources, such as stock photo websites, textures, vector packs and illustrations, to put together a great design that doesn’t break the bank.
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I added some lighting and colouring effects as well as some dirty textures to give the piece an old storybook feel and to help tie the different image elements together. I also created some swirling shapes and played with the blending modes to get the look I wanted.
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Export your ﬁnal design as a TIFF and import it into Adobe Illustrator to lay out your text for the credits, which will go on the middle panel. Illustrator is the best option for doing type layout, because it makes any revisions or edits to the copy much easier.
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Open your other template PSD (6pnl_folder_IN.psd) and use the same principles as in step 1 to arrange your photographic elements into a layout that you like. When doing this for Hollywood Avenue’s CD, I also purchased some other stock photos including paper, candles, maps and a knife.
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I laid out my text in Photoshop at this stage, because I wanted to give the type a more textured feel. This way I could beat up some of the lettering with dirty Photoshop brushes and put other graphics on top of the text, such as candles and lighting effects.
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I used some lighting, colours and textures from the other panels to help maintain continuity, such as textures and colour overlays. I created some swirling rays of light and softened the edges and lowered the Opacity to help add to the mood of the design. Just play around until you get a look that suits.
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Now from your folder of downloaded templates open the tray card ﬁle Icon_tray_out.psd – this is the back of the CD. When you’re designing CD tray cards, some important things to include are the track listings, the copyright information, the barcode and the band’s website address.
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I applied the same techniques as for the rest of the package to design the tray card. I used the band photo they sent me and typed up the track names and other information, leaving enough white space for a bar code. Now you need to design both ‘spines’ of the package.



Pick Pantone When designing the actual disc itself, keep in mind that it’s most common to use spot-colour printing, so each colour must be a Pantone colour. You can do some cool things, such as marking where there should be no ink if you want the CD’s metallic surface to show in your design.
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Pick a template from the Tray\IN folder on which to design the artwork that gets put behind the actual disc itself. I simply used some textures and typed up the message the band wanted to give their fans. I made sure that the look of this matched the rest of the package to be consistent.
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I downloaded the Standard CD template from the choice of CD Faces on the ICON site and opened it up in Illustrator. Most CD faces use spot-colour printing, so I designed this in Illustrator, which makes it easy to pick and choose your Pantone colours. You can also use the metallic colour of the CD if you want to – just make sure you specify where.
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Next I chose my Pantone colours. This is information that you’ll need to supply to your printers – they need to know the exact inks and will usually print up to six different tones, but this is something you should check with them ﬁrst. Save this as an Illustrator ﬁle.



19



Prepare your high-res print-ready ﬁles. File types are typically TIFF, JPEG, PDF, or EPS but printers usually have a preference, so make sure you check with yours before preparing your ﬁnal ﬁles. Also make sure your images have at least a 0.25-inch bleed on all sides.
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Depending on your printers, you may need to email the ﬁles, send them on a disc, or use their upload system on their website. When placing your order with the printers, make sure you tell them what your Pantone colours for the disc label will be and any other special requests.
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